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Software maintenance is responsible for approximately 80% of the total cost of software. In
order to reduce maintenance costs by improving both software productivity and quality, several
software engineering environments have been built. In this paper, we present the main char-

acteristics of the Adele system, showing how this system is able to take account of software
maintenance problems. We concentrate on the ability of this system to accept the speci�cation
of project speci�c policies and how these policies can be enforced automatically. We illustrate
this with examples which deal with software maintenance. The second example is presented in
the annex and shows an example of cooperative work in an aerospace company. We conclude
this article by presenting the lessons learned using our approach and our projects for the future.

Key words: CASE; software engineering environment; maintenance; software process;
programming-in-the-large.

1 Introduction

An accepted de�nition for software maintenance is that it is the set of activities used to keep a
software system operational and responsive after it has been accepted and put into production.
Maintenance characteristics, in a large software system are the following:

� Maintenance is centred around communication and coordination. Studies have proved that
2/3 of time is spent on coordination and communication, and only 1/3 on development itself
[Grady, 1993]. Thus, quality and productivity can essentially be improved by better support
of cooperative work.

� Maintenance is no longer considered as a single step at the end of the life cycle (e.g. waterfall
life cycle model). Evolutionay maintenance involves and subsumes all the phases identi�ed
during development (requirement, design, etc.). Recent software life cycle models (e.g. the
spiral life cycle model) propose approaches which consider maintenance as an activity present
in all stages of software life.

� Change is intrinsic in software maintenance. Because of the long working life of software,
almost anything can change. Software design and functionalities may be modi�ed, of course,
but also the tools used, the people in charge of the work, the maintenance methodology, and
even the company can all alter.

Various software engineering environments (SEEs) have been built in order to provide a solution
to software maintenance. These environments fall into two categories:
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1. the toolkit approach.
In the toolkit approach, a set of independent tools are put together in order to support the
project life-cycle activities. There is no appropriate mechanism for integrating and coordi-
nating them. However, almost no maintenance speci�c tools are available.

2. monolithic tool.
In this approach, all functionalities are supposed to be provided by a single, large tool.
In such systems some prede�ned (and a priori) policies are used to control the use
of system capabilities, coordinate team work, enforce team communication, e.g., Dsee
[Leblang and Chase, 1988] and Nse [Miller, 1989]. Such SEEs do not provide su�cient fa-
cilities (if any) for tool integration and customization; they are quite inexible because the
policies supported by the system cannot be tailored, and functionalities cannot be extended.
Furthermore, because of their complexity, these tools address a reduced portion of the software
life cycle.

Software maintenance consumes considerable e�ort and is not su�ciently assisted. At least three
aspects of current SEEs are not satisfactory:

1. they do not have appropriate mechanisms for tool integration and customization,

2. they do not provide facilities for team support,

3. they do not provide su�cient facilities and exibility for evolution.

In this paper we shall concentrate on these three aspects.

2 The Adele approach

The inexibility of current approaches has been recognized [Curtis et al., 1992, Madhavji, 1991,
Osterweil, 1987]. In order to improve power and exibility, progress must be made in two direc-
tions: data modelling (DM) and process modelling (PM). Data modelling, driven by the DBMS
evolution towards CASE, tries to propose a data model that �ts software maintenance needs. Pro-
cess modelling, on the other hand tries to model the software life cycle (manage methods, tools,
users and activities).

The Adele system tries to integrate both aspects, the static aspects (data and product modelling)
and the dynamic aspects (process modelling), thus producing a Process-Oriented SEE (POSE)
[Belkhatir et al., 1991, Belkhatir et al., 1993]. In a POSE, activities are driven by an explicit de-
scription of the processes under way. Nowadays, the software community agrees about the need for
a POSE and research for an appropriate, general and interpretable formalism for modelling such as-
pects is active [Conradi et al., 1991, Deiters and Gruhn, 1990, Heimbigner, 1989, Katayama, 1989,
Madhavji and Schafer, 1991, Sutton et al., 1990].

2.1 The Adele data model

Strict requirements are set on the underlying data model, for support maintenance, such as �le,
version, complex object, propagation and long transaction management. These features are not
described here.

Since the Adele data model is based on the generalization of the aggregate concept, we only con-
centrate on this concept. An aggregate is an object that contains other objects organized in a
particular way. An aggregate may be homogeneous, containing only objects of the same type (or
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sub-types), or heterogeneous. Composite objects, sets, lists, class extents are di�erent kind of
aggregates.

2.1.1 Aggregate structure

In Adele, an aggregate is an object related to the objects it contains by relationships of a given type;
aggregate characteristics are de�ned inside these relationship types. For example, the component
type is de�ned in the destination relationship type; if the relationship cardinality is multiple, the
components can be shared.

As a result, aggregates are built incrementally. To add a component to an aggregate, a relationship
must be created between the aggregate and the component.

In order to de�ne a new type of aggregate, it is su�cient to de�ne a new type of relationship and if
necessary a new relationship source object type. The composition of an aggregate can evolve over
time just as the relationship de�nition evolves.

2.1.2 Aggregate behaviour

It is essential to ensure consistent behaviour for each operation de�ned for a composite object or
its content. An aggregate may

� delegate operations it is supposed to execute; for example, \copy" on a composite object
produces a \copy" on its components (on a heterogeneous composite object; a record),

� iterate on each component (on a homogeneous set),

� select one of the components (in a type generalization/re�nement aggregate): only one copy
operation is to be selected for a given instance).

Furthermore, consistency constraints can be �xed between the aggregate and its content, for exam-
ple \it is forbidden to delete the content of a given kind of aggregate". Clearly, it is the expression
of this semantics which de�nes aggregate behaviour.

Once again the dynamic behaviour of an aggregate is de�ned in the relationship type. In Adele,
relationships play a key role; they are used to model:

� aggregate structure (hierarchy, DAG, etc.) and content,

� object lifecycle by providing version history (modeled by revision of and variant of relation-
ships),

� the �le under test in a given work environment.

Thus the relationship models the context in which an object is used. In Adele, all relationships
de�ne an implicit aggregate (a con�guration is an aggregate as well as a working environment or
a version graph). We believe the main di�erence between the �rst design and maintenance is the
fact that objects depend to a large extent on their context. This is why aggregate management,
which models the context, plays such an important role in our model.

In view of the fact that all the aggregate semantics are de�ned in the relationship, we decided to
draw a sharp boundary between the following features:

1. context free object behaviour (i.e. whether or not the object is part of an aggregate(s)). This
is encapsulated in the object type, and uses the classical Object Oriented (O.O) paradigm.
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2. context dependent object behaviour (i.e. the behaviour of an object as part of an aggre-
gate(s) which models the context of the object). This is encapsulated in the relationship type
de�ning that aggregate. Relationships are also structured into an O.O. (multiple) inheritance
hierarchy.

We believe that this distinction is fundamental. In this way, a complex system can evolve only as
a side e�ect of the creation and destruction of relationships, and it will always remain consistent.
This is how a system can be scaled up. Since a relationship is established between two objects,
the behaviour of both objects is automatically modi�ed, without any need to de�ne new sub-types,
to change type on objects, even if the association was not foreseen. It is also easy to model new
context behaviour by creating new relationships and changing relationship de�nitions.

As an example, let us de�ne a \ContRel" relationship type for the de�nition of complex objects:

TYPERELATION ContRel;

ON SOURCE copy DO ``copy !D'';

ON SOURCE delete DO ``delete !D'';

END ContRel;

TYPERELATION Protected;

ON DEST delete DO ABORT;

END Protected;

This simple (and incomplete) example shows how an operation (copy and delete) on the source of a
containment relationship instance (i.e. the aggregate) is delegated to the aggregate content (\!O,
!D" being the name of the object Origin and Destination of the relationship). The \Protected"
relationship type speci�es that the content must never be deleted. The expression �obj%A is
substituted by the list of values of attribute A of object obj .

TYPERELATION ConfContent IS Protected, ContRel;

DOMAIN [type = configuration] -> [type = prog];

ON DEST modified DO

IF [ ~!O%state = released] THEN ABORT;

END;

The ConfContent relationship is de�ned between a con�guration and its programs or documents
(types prog and doc; con�guration is itself a subtype of prog). This relationship is a protected con-
tainment relationship, extended by a constraint: the content must not be changed (event modified)
if the con�guration (!O) is in release state. Constraints are not overloaded; they are all executed,
starting with the ones which are local to the type and then in the order in which the super-types
appear in the de�nition.

2.1.3 Hard aggregates

In Adele, aggregates can range from very loose (relationship with no semantics) to tight aggregates,
as with composite objects. It was found necessary to use very tight aggregates where component
cohesion is very high.

Aggregates are called "hard" when all characteristics of the container instance are \inherited"
by the contained object instances (and recursively). It is an example of instance inheritance, as
opposed to classic type inheritance. Hard aggregates provide a convenient and e�cient way of
de�ning and managing all objects which share a signi�cant proportion of their characteristics.

Here, characteristics include attribute values, relationship instances, constraints, methods and ac-
cess rights. In addition, content cannot be shared.
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The hard aggregate concept has proved very useful for implementing versioning. An object is
(implicitly) a version set and is implemented as a hard aggregate containing all the individual
versions. It is thus possible to de�ne which characteristics are to be versioned and which are not;
those not versioned are common to all components and thus will be associated with the version set
(i.e. the container), those speci�c to each individual versions will be associated to that version (i.e.
the content).

Since Adele versioning uses hard aggregates, for e�ciency reasons the has type relationship used
to build hard aggregates is prede�ned. Thus additional properties are provided, like a dot notation,
to reach the content from the container with improved management of access rights and views (not
presented here).

Example: Imagine a chest; it may contain other chests. If a person is entitled to use a chest this
person has the implicit right to use its content. If it is a top secret chest, its content is also top
secret and so on.

2.2 Software process modelling in Adele

In order to introduce some degree of discipline into the process, policies must be formalized and
enforced to control, monitor and assist teams when performing their activities. Several pro-
totype systems have been built to support these dynamic aspects, but no consensus has been
reached on the paradigms and approaches to use. It seems that no single approach can solve
all the problems. The current paradigms are the rule-based paradigm, where the knowledge
about activities and tasks of a generic software development process is explicitly modeled by
rules as in Marvel [Kaiser et al., 1988b, Kaiser et al., 1988a], Merlin [Peuschel et al., 1992], Epos
[Conradi et al., 1991] and ALF [Campbell et al., 1991, Canals et al., 1993]; the process program-
ming paradigm, where an imperative language is used to describe the software development process
as in Arcadia [Taylor and et al, 1988, Sutton et al., 1991] or Triad [Sarkar and Venugopal, 1991];
and the active data base paradigm [Belkhatir et al., 1991], where the underlying data base uses
triggers.

Adele triggers take the following form:

ON event DO Action ;

Where \event" is a predicate over the system state, object state and the current activities (query,
navigation as well as changes) occurring on objects.

EVENT delete = [ !command = remove ] ; PRIORITY 5 ;

An Action is a program in the Adele language. An Adele language instruction can be a logical
expression, an Adele command or a Unix command. This language is a simple imperative language,
tailored to access the Adele database and to permit easy navigation through arbitrary relations.
It is a meta-substitution language (late binding of parameters and variables) that resembles the
Unix shell, except that variables are multi-valued attributes, with provision for complex query and
operator sets.

Triggers, as de�ned, are a very basic mechanism, useful mainly for maintaining consistency con-
straints. This mechanism becomes very powerful when integrated into both the data model and
the recovery mechanism.

Triggers are de�ned in the type de�nition of objects and relations. They are structured along the
type hierarchy, thus they are inherited. A trigger de�ned for an object type is executed if the event
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is true for an instance of that type or an instance of any sub-type. Triggers cannot be overloaded;
they are mandatorily inherited by sub-types.

For a relationship of type R, there is a di�erent case:

Commands can act on a relationship itself, as for example delete relation or
add relation attribute;

ON Delete_relation DO {A1};

means: If the event Delete relation becomes true for a relationship instance of type R, execute
A1.

ON ORIGIN delete DO {A2};

means: If the event delete becomes true for the origin object of a relationship instance of type R,
execute A2.

ON DEST delete DO {A3};

means: If the event delete becomes true for the destination object of a relationship instance of
type R, execute A3.

2.2.1 Triggers and transactions

In Adele, users can de�ne methods (i.e. actions associated with a given object type), as well as
commands (i.e. actions not related to any particular type).

Triggers are used to check the consistency of such methods/commands. Some triggers will be
executed before the action, acting as pre conditions, others after the action, as post-conditions.
Since triggers are (originally) intended to enforce consistency, any inconsistency found by a trigger
must be able to undo (roll-back) the action. Thus for any action the following instructions will be
executed:

PRE list of triggers

Action (Command or Method)

POST list of triggers

The whole execution is always a single transaction, even if the triggers or the action call other
actions. The execution of a primitive ABORT, anywhere in a block (PRE/Action/POST) will undo
everything that was done in this block. AFTER triggers are executed after transaction committing;
they are used to execute actions when sure that the transaction succeeded, as for example sending
noti�cations, or to execute new actions whose failure must not undo the main action.

If the transaction failed, ERROR triggers are executed.

Thus for each object and relation type, there are �ve blocks:

PRE list of triggers

METHOD list of methods

POST list of triggers

AFTER list of triggers

ERROR list of triggers
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3 An example: coordinating changes in large software systems

Using an example, the potential of Adele is shown for coordinating changes in a large development
environment. The point of departure is a modi�cation request, approved by the Con�guration
Control Board, and an initial con�guration. A team and the appropriate organizational structure
are set up to implement the changes.

This example, the development areas are organized into a tree structure in which level i controls
the developments carried out on the level immediately below (i + 1). The development area
level 0 integrates the entire software product. Intermediate development areas maintain partial
con�gurations while module-level modi�cations are made in the development area leaves.

It is assumed that a specialized tool like [Maarek and Kaiser, 1988, Selby and Basili, 1988,
Shwanke and Plato�, 1989] was used to generate the tree from the given con�guration.

Conf-1

Conf-1.1

Conf-1.2

Conf-1.2.1

Conf-1.2.2Conf-1.2.1.1 Conf-1.2.1.2Conf-1.1.1 Conf-1.1.2

WE-2.1
(Conf-1.1.1)

WE-2.2
(Conf-1.1.2)

WE-1.1
(Conf-1.1)

WE-1.2
(Conf-1.2)

WE-0
(Conf-1)

WE-4.1
(Conf-1.2.1.1)

WE-4.2
(Conf-1.2.1.2)

WE-3.1
(Conf-1.2.1)

Integration Schema

WE-3.2
(Conf-1.2.2)

Software Structure

Conf. ::= Configuration
WE ::= Work Environment

Figure 1: the product and Work Environment organization

In this example concentrates on the integration of various parts of the software product. No details
on the modi�cation process, within a development area, will be given, but it is shown how local
modi�cations are integrated into the higher and lower levels.

A work environment (WE) is valid if all its sub-WEs are valid, and if the test applied to it
are successful. A validation request for the current development area is implemented by the mvr

command (Modi�cation Validation Request).

Two policies can be implemented. In the top-down policy, a mvr request on a WE is automatically
propagated down to the sub-WEs to try to validate them; in the bottom-up approach, as soon
as a WE is validated (a successful mvr request), father WE is validated, and recursively. In the
following solution both are implemented.

This strategy will be implemented by de�ning the mvr command, and triggers on the WE objects
and on the sub-we relation, which links a WE to its sub WEs.

DEFEVENT valid-attempt = [!cmd = mvr];

DEFACTION mvr; -- the MVR command executes the test on the WE;

IF [ %state = tested ] THEN RETURN ;

IF ``test %name'' THEN "mda %name -a state = tested"

ELSE ABORT;

END mvr;
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TYPEOBJECT WE;

ERROR ON valid-attempt DO "mda %name -a state = untested";

END WE;

TYPERELATION sub-we;

(1) PRE ORIGIN valid-attempt DO "mvr !D";

(2) AFTER DEST valid-attempt DO "mvr !O";

END sub-we;

The mvr command only execute a test program test on the current WE and sets the state to valid
if it is successful. If not successful, the mvr command is aborted, which produces the ON ERROR

valid-attempt trigger to be executed: the WE state is turned to untested.

The sub-we type expresses that

1. before executing the mvr command PRE ORIGIN mvr, if a sub-we is not in a valid state,
�!D%state != tested, we try �rst to validate it mvr !D;

2. if a WE has been validated AFTER DEST valid-attempt, (in case of failure, the ERROR
Triggers are executed, not the AFTER Triggers) we try to validate the father WE by applying
mvr !O.

4 Conclusion

Adele is a kernel designed to facilitate the building of software engineering environments. It was
found that the key requirement is the ability to describe and enforce speci�c software policies. To
meet this requirement, concepts borrowed from object oriented and semantic models have been
adapted.

The E-R-A (Entity Relation Attribute) model has been extended with a third entity: procedures.
Procedures assume many of the roles devoted to process management such as tool invocation and
integration. Each one of these three entities is modeled independently.

Object Oriented concepts have been extended by promoting relationships to the status of �rst class
citizens. Method and triggers model object behaviour, as an isolated entity, while methods and
triggers belonging to relations model object behaviour as part of a complex highly interrelated
system. Behaviour (for both objects and relationships) is modeled using event-condition-action
(ECA) rules and interpreted by a trigger mechanism.

The database concept has been extended, integrating triggers with the traditional concept of trans-
action. The tuple (pre rules, procedure, post rules) is a single transaction, while the tuple (after
rules, error rules) is executed outside the original transaction. The goal in adding triggers is to
develop active database management system for software development environments. In Adele, the
constraints are not a simple boolean predicate but can include complex programs and be executed
outside the database. Triggers are used to control state transitions as well as to model process
control.

Adele provides several other features to support cooperative work, such as version control and
con�guration management, RPC and graphical interface, logical copying, merging, etc.

This system was tested for one year. Two kinds of experiments were conducted: local prototypes,
such as the implementation of current systems such as NSE, DSEE, PALAS on top of Adele; and
industrial experiments, as for instance the HERMES (the European shuttle) software environment
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where thousands of triggers were written by the Hermes team to automate and simplify the de-
velopment of their speci�c software activities. From these early experiments we can extract the
following lessons.

� The Adele language is low level. It essentially manages attributes and its meta-substitution
syntax is not always easy to understand. Since the Adele kernel does not include prede�ned
high level concepts such as work environment, user policy, synchronization, deadline, the level
of the concept managed by the language is not high enough.

� The fragmentation of information into di�erent object types and relation types makes it
di�cult to have a clear picture of a complete process. As it was shown in the section 3,
a single policy is often described using an object type, a relationship type and a command
simultaneously. For human understanding, it would be preferable for it all to be uni�ed in a
special entity.

� High level reasoning, learning explanation is almost impossible with a trigger description,
because of its low level abstraction and fragmentation. As pointed out in [Legait et al., 1989,
Sutton et al., 1990], a software process manager must be able to answer, among others, the
following questions: which are my tasks in the process? which resources are available to my
task? what should I do now, how can I delegate my task to a friend? etc. User friendliness,
including a graphical interface, as found in Process Weaver [Fernstrom, 1993] and Galois
[Sugiyama and Horowitz, 1991], is felt to be important.

� The control of triggers sometimes proved tricky. There are risks of event explosion, loops or
duplicate actions. Clearly we need support for trigger programming and debugging, as well
as a programming methodology.

We are currently trying to solve the problems we found during our experiments. Two directions
have been followed:

� The design of a software process programming language supporting higher level concepts,
such as software process models, object view points, work environment, synchronization, etc.
This language is partially compiled in terms of Adele Triggers [Belkhatir and Melo, 1992,
Belkhatir and Melo, 1993]. The purpose of such language is:

{ To allow more natural de�nition and control of SEE,

{ Using its high level concepts, to allow reasoning and explaining,

{ To avoid fragmentation.

� The developing of a set of tools to support event programming: validation and vision based
on petri nets, debuggers, etc.

We expect this work to became an industrial framework in which evolving (Process Oriented)
Software Engineering Environments can be easily and rapidly built, customized and tuned.
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5 Annex 1: an example of cooperative work

5.1 The problem

Currently, cooperative work is based on only two paradigms:

1. Sequential work. A step is performed after completion of the previous one.

2. Parallel work. Work is performed independently in parallel. The next task waits for comple-
tion of all parallel tasks.

Imagine the following situation. After a requirement analysis (not taken into account), a hardware
must be created. This piece of equipment is built from a processor board (hardware artifact), and
software supported by that board. The design of both elements is parallel, but since design deci-
sions can produce constraints on the physical characteristics of the processor, and software design
decisions can produce constraints on hardware characteristics, it would be useful to have cooper-
ation between these two manufacturing steps. In this example, both sequencing and independent
parallelism will produce conicts, found later, involving major redesign.

Cooperation consensus is envisioned, where each time a designer (either hardware or software)
takes a major design decision, the other interested designers are automatically noti�ed and receive
an explanation of the proposed design decision. From that point communication is established
between all designers, potentially impacted by the change, and the designer who proposed the
change. The impacted designers can propose modi�cations to the proposed design decision, or
complain. Communication must be partially automated (a document, visible by every designers
participant in the process, must contain subsequent comments and design modi�cations, each new
comment is automatically added to this document), but informal communication is not prohibited
(better encouraged).

This communication may take some time but must end in an agreement between the designer who
took the decision and all designers impacted by that decision. An agreement must be found within
a prede�ned period of time. After this period of time (the deadline) the team leader is noti�ed, and
must arbitrate the conict; he will automatically receive all the correspondence between designers.
In the mean time, designers are free to do what they want, and in particular to assume the decision
will be accepted (the most frequent case) and to follow the design.

We assume that a board can support many di�erent software solutions, and that a speci�c software
can be supported by di�erent processor boards. It is also assumed that a designer may not know
who is interested in his work, but conversely must know which design work may impact his own
work.
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5.2 The Adele solution

We assume that an arbitrary number of Work Environments (WE) are working in parallel. To each
WE is associated a user; each WE may subscribe to the Work Environments that can produce
Design Decisions (DD) of interest. Conversely a WE is not assumed to know which WE subscribed
to it.

When a designer takes an important Design Decision (DD), whatever its WE type, he writes the
text explaining the decision, and proposes the DD; that DD must become visible to all subscribers,
regardless of subscriber WE type and location (they can be distributed over the network).

Once a DD is proposed:

� All subscribers are noti�ed by mail. The noti�cation indicates which document contains the
design proposition and the deadline.

� All subscribers will have a copy of the proposed design decision.

� The design decision will have the \proposed" state.

� The design could be in \accepted" state only if all subscribers have accepted that design
decision.

� No other design decision from WEi will be accepted.

� If the design decision is not accepted before the speci�ed deadline, the team leader is noti�ed
and will be responsible for solving the conict.

Some hints on the Adele command language are needed. A major facility in this language is
meta-substitution, allowing late-binding of parameters. Like other traditional languages, the Adele
command language has some iteration constructors (IF THEN ELSE, WHILE, FOR, etc.).

Meta-substitution is not easy to understand. Meta-substitution always returns the values of at-
tributes. Since attributes may be multi-evaluated, a substitution may end in a list of values.
Expressions are always of the form �objectname%A or � objectname!A; the result is the set of
values of attribute A of object objectname. %A is a user de�ned attribute, while !A is a system
de�ned attribute. Objectname may be either an object name or a relationship name in the form
(OjRjD) with O for the origin object of the relationship, R the type of relationship and D the
destination of the relationship.

5.2.1 The command synchro

This command de�nes synchronization between the current WE and another WEi.

DEFACTION Synchro LEVEL 8; NNAME NCHECK

IF "mkr !userdir.!ctxtname -r synchro -d !optvald" THEN {

"enct !optvald " ;

"mkln !optvald " ;}

END Synchro ;

This command will instantiate a Synchro relationship between the currentWE and the WE target of
the synchronization. The target object of the synchronization will be logically copied in the current
WE. !userdir is substituted by the user directory associated with the current WE, !ctxtname is
the name of current context.

Example:
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Synchro SoftDes -d HardDes

By applying this command, the SoftDes WE will be synchronized with the HardDes WE. That is,
a synchro relationship is instantiated between SoftDes WE and HardDes WE, and SoftDes WE is
enlarged with the design document of the processor board carried out by the HardDes WE.

Syncho SofDes -d HardDes

HardDes SoftDes
synchro

relationship

logical
copy

WEs

WEs

synchro
relationship

Figure 2: An application example of the Synchro command

5.2.2 The propose command

This command is used to propose a new design decision. The user speci�es which is the proposed
design and, optionally, the deadline. For example propose SoftDes -d "now + 1 month"

The text below shows the de�nition of this command:

DEFACTION propose LEVEL 3 ; NNAME

1 "rpe (!userdir.!ctxtname) -f (!ctxtname.des) -res";

2 "mka ~(!userdir.!ctxtname)%!revname -a status proposed

deadline !optvald" ;

3 "at ~(~(!userdir.!ctxtname)%!revname)%deadline <<+

deadline \" !userdir.!ctxtname \"

+" ; } ;

END propose ;

This piece of program stipulates that:

1. the decision is recorded as a new revision of the WE Design Decision Document.

2. attributes state = proposed, and deadline are associated with the Design Decision Docu-
ment.

3. using the Unix command at, the command deadline will be executed when the deadline is
reached. The integration of Unix tools with Adele is simple; we can call any tool from Adele
in the same way as an Adele command. Integration with the HP Broadcast Message Server
is under way for improving tool communication.

Using the synchro relation type, we can de�ne the policies corresponding with the propose com-
mand. Below, we show part of the de�nitions that are described in this relation.

TYPERELATION synchro ;

PRE DEST proposed DO

1 IF [ ~(~!destname%!revname-1)%status = proposed ] THEN ABORT ;

2 IF [ !username != ~(~!destname%!revname)%author ] THEN ABORT ;
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POST DEST proposed DO

3 "mail -s \"Design modification\" ~!sourcename%author <<+

WARNING: a design modification is proposed in ~(!destname)%!revname

Deadline for acceptance is ~(~!destname%!revname)%deadline .

+";

4 "mdar !relship -a status proposed" ;

This program text means:

1. If a Design Decision is proposed but the previous proposition is not yet validated (or rejected),
the command propose is aborted;

2. Only the user responsible for a WE is allowed to propose Design Decisions in this WE.

3. When a change is proposed, a mail is sent to all subscribers (all the values of the author
attribute of the relationship source object): �!sourcename%author;

4. then proposed status is set on the current relationship (!relship).

5.2.3 Approve proposition

This command informs that the modi�cation is approved.

DEFACTION approve LEVEL 3 ;

END approve ;

| Example:

| approve HardDes

Note that no instruction is de�ned in this command (an empty command), however by its applica-
tion, the trigger de�ned in the synchro relation does the work.

TYPERELATION synchro ;

DOMAIN ** -> ** ;

DEFATTRIBUTE

status = null, proposed, refused, approved := null ;

CARD N:N ;

DEST approved DO

1 "mdar !sourcename -d !destname -r synchro -a status approved" ;

2 IF [ ~(**|synchro|!destname)%status == approved ] THEN {

2.a "mda !destname -a status approved" ;

2.b "mail -s Approved ~!destname%author <<+

CONGRATULATIONS: Your design ~!destname!revname is accepted.

+"; } ;

...

This piece of program stipulates that when the design is approved ( DEST approved DO):

1. synchro relationship is turned to approved (mdar is the command Modify Attribute of Rela-
tion);

2. The expression (**|synchro|!destname) is substituted by all relationships ending on the
current object; the expression �(**|synchro|!destname)%statusmeans the set of attribute
status of all relationships ending on the current object. == is the strict equality operator
between two sets: all relationship status must be equal to approved.
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(a) the design is approved

(b) a mail is sent to the designer.

5.2.4 Deadline

This command is called automatically by Unix system when a deadline is reached.

DEFACTION deadline LEVEL 1 ;

1 IF [ %status != approved ] THEN

2 "mail -s \"deadline\" ~%name%chef <<+

Deadline reached for proposed modification described in %name

+" ;

END deadline ;

If the status of that DDD is not approved (1), a mail is sent to the process administrator. Note
that in the mean time a new design decision may have been issued, we are looking for the original
design decision, which is why we use a revision name.

5.2.5 Refuse

This command is used to refuse a Design Decision. The responsible user must include the reason.
When this command is executed, the following actions are undertaken:

DEFACTION refuse LEVEL 3 ;

1 "mke !revname.res -f !optvalf -t response" ;

2 "mdar !userdir.!ctxtname -r synchro -d %name -a status refused" ;

END refuse ;

1. the reason is recorded in the database, as a �le associated with the DD;

2. the status attribute of the synchro relationship is set to refused.

When a refuse command is issued, the author of the refused DD must be noti�ed. This is performed
by the synchro relationship:

TYPERELATION synchro ;

...

POST DEST refused DO

"mail -s \"Design rejected\" ~!destname%author <<+

WARNING: Your design modification is rejected by !username.

See ~!destname%!revname.res please.

+";

This piece of program says that when a design is refused (it is always the dest that is refused, a
mail is sent to the designer (the author of the destination �!destname%author).
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